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IX. Bachelor day and Hen party in Hungar  

Adventurous program for your friends and kith in Budapest 

Go to the shooting range! Participates can choose from different weapons 

and try shooting weapons. Shoot on a real shooting range safely with pistol 

and shot gun. 

How can we raise the adrenalin that has been already exaggerated?  

In the daytime a short trip comes to the Challengeland in Csillebérc, where 

the bridegroom and his friends can test their extreme strength by 

completing the different challenges far above the ground.  Perhaps they 

should climb from one „floating” trunk to another 8 meters above the 

ground hanging on a rope, but it can happen that they should walk three 

meters equilibrating with a bamboo stud.  

Forgetting all the stress on the shooting range and getting over the obstacles 

of the challenge land, a refreshing lunch is waiting for the participants in 

Bed&Bear House. 

 

After lunch, as a preparation for the night program a fancy dressed 

striptease girl or Chippendale boy present a short show. Costume is 

depending only on the fantasy of the bridegroom or bride.   

Following the show the preparation for the night is beginning. 

The classic star of limousines, Lincoln limousine arrives in the front of the 

house.  

After nightlife party tour with limousine the last station is Holdudvar 

restaurant and disco, where dinner and cocktail are served for the 

participants. In order to ease the company to travel a lot for the party, we can 

uncover finally that Holdudvar is one of the most popular party place in 

Budapest.  

Price of package for ten persons: 1 963 £  - price: 196  £/person 

Price of package for twenty persons: 3 403 £ -  price: 170  £/person 

Price contains: flight ticket, transfer, programs, accommodations and meals. 

Souvenir: 1,5 liters of 24 carat gold champagne  - 33 £/pcs 

Optional programs: 

 Tequila show 20 minutes, a strip girl takes off her clothes, only 

pants and bras stay, lays on a table and participants can have lemon 

and salt from her body to tequila, then she finishes the show with a 

total striptease. Tequila, salt and lemon are not included in price. - 152 

£/10 -20 persons 

 Surprise show, at first a slim girl starts to strip, then she covers the 

eyes of the celebrated people and swaps places with another girl 

with 150 kg weight. Friends see the change but the blindfolded 

celebrated person cannot think about it just after taking off the shawl  

- 238 £/10 -20 persons 

 Lincoln Navigator limousine for 12-16 persons + a bottle of 

champagne as a present - 455£/ 12-16 persons 

 Hummer Limo for 15-18 persons+ a bottle of champagne as a present 

- 455 £/ 15-18 persons 

 Rent a Mercedes S or E car - 152 £/ 4 persons 

 Tandem parachute jump 4000m, 20 minutes of tandem paragliding - 

163 £/person 

 Pleasure flight by helicopter for 4 people / hour - 953 £/4 persons 

 Canopy adventure park, high cable line - 17 £/person 

Accommodation: Bed & Beers Bachelor or Hen party House, Budapest. 

Whole flat, 8-10 persons. (max 13) (a deposit is required for occupations) 

Price of flight ticket may vary depending on the price of the airline (calculation 

based on Wizzair price on 03.09.12.) Program reservation is made in order of 

booking. 
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